
YOHAM ORTIZ WORK DESCRIPTION: 
My work is focused on three areas: music, social sciences and education. The work is 
presented via musical albums, live shows, films, papers, articles and sound design programs.  
   
As a composer and musician my music is informed by many different world cultures and genres 
of music, including African music and music of the Americas. Currently, my work is focused on 
themes about environmental awareness and personal growth. “Go defy your odds” is the first 
line of my song “Uncompromising.” A song that encourages us all to reach for the self we 
envision. “Trees” is a contemplative song about experiencing and appreciating our planet and 
the breath of life. Baiao Blues” is a lament dedicated to refugees. “Carabine del Emigrante” tells 
the story of a person who has to immigrate to a foreign land because their homeland has been 
depleted of the resources it once provided. “Waterfalls” is an instrumental inspired on the 
graceful strength and stages of waterfalls. “Epicenter” is an orchestral piece that conveys the 
idea that everything we know originates at an epicenter from which events propagate in multi-
dimensional spiral-waves.  
 
I use music and sound design as a tool to comingle social sciences and education. For example, 
my ongoing study Listening to the Language of the City: Understanding How Communities of 
Sounds Inform the Soundscape explores the idea that sounds emanating from urban 
environments are audible data that convey information to people living and traveling around 
cities. This audible information affects human behavior. In this study, I analyze particular 
moments of the urban sonic environment, called communities of sounds. Music is presented as 
an example of audible data that can convey different kinds of information. Also, the example of 
how humans listen to and comprehend spoken language is presented, drawing upon theories of 
comprehension including mapping across domains, prediction, context and representation. This 
study suggests that understanding the information conveyed by the sonic environment of 
densely populated cities could contribute to improving city living. 
 
In education, Mr. Yoham’s Music Program is a curriculum I designed to introduce young 
children to creative thinking through music. The program is structured around the 3 basic steps 
that lead to creativity: inspiration-thought-communication.  
 
In class, children are encouraged to recognize when they are inspired. 
We discuss how inspiration is the beginning of every thought, and we find creative ways to 
communicate those thoughts. The music becomes the agent through which thoughts are 
communicated. We encourage the idea that musical instruments are tools with which to 
express the music that comes from within you. In other words: you are the instrument.     
  
We cover many topics including: tempo, beats and rhythm in music, the concept of performing 
solo vs. ensemble, and comparing musical expression with spoken language. We also learn 
about musical instruments from all over the world including the guitar, African kora, piano, 
violin family, brass family, clarinet family, percussion, Chinese erhu, Sitar and more. 
The ultimate goal of my work is to contribute art and music that makes the world a better 
place.  


